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Organised crime 'making £50k-£60k a week' from
construction
15 November, 2018 By Binyamin Ali

Construction is increasingly being targeted by human traffickers and organised
crime rings because they consider the industry a low-risk target, CITB fraud
manager Ian Sidney has said.
As part of efforts to tackle the use of counterfeit skills cards and qualifications, Mr Sidney
said his fraud team often found that the perpetrators had ties with organised crime
groups linked to trafficking and modern slavery.

“In one of the recent cases we’re working on and it’s still ongoing, we’ve got estimates
that the facilitators are making £50,000-£60,000 a week through facilitating this type of
activity,” Mr Sidney said.

“It is relatively low-risk compared to organised crime’s usual arenas of drug smuggling
and guns. It’s relatively low-profile and low-skill. It’s certainly an emerging trend.”

https://www.constructionnews.co.uk/attachment?storycode=10037091&attype=P&atcode=3132719
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He said criminal groups had become increasingly involved in fraudulent construction
skills cards “over the last five to six years [as] organised crime groups [entered] the
testing and training facilities, because they see it as an easy route to make money”.

In-depth: Fake skills cards
CN examines the true scale of bogus or fraudulently obtained skills cards – and
how the industry is fighting back.

Mr Sidney said “the bulk” of the people who used fake skills cards were foreign
nationals.

Some of these people had arrived legally and were simply deliberately misinformed and
subsequently convinced to use a fake card or qualification.

Others trafficked into the UK illegally will have had “their CSCS cards, driving licence
and so on” handed to them on arrival and be ready to go onto a construction site.

“That’s all part of a debt bondage where they will end up owing thousands of pounds,
and be indebted to the gangmaster-type person and that’s how they keep control of
them,” Mr Sidney said.

There have also been instances where illegally trafficked people found to be in
possession of fake cards were asked how they got the card, and “they will say quite
openly they never did the test”.

“When we’ve asked them, ‘How does it have your photo on it?’ part of the package is
they send photos of themselves across to their facilitator before they even leave their
country of origin. It’s as organised as that,” Mr Sidney said.

Earlier this year in May, the Chartered Institute of Building claimed to have uncovered
examples of labour exploitation on major UK projects.

In September, Thames Valley Police made three arrests following allegations of modern
slavery on sites in Buckinghamshire.

Last month a fraudster was jailed for three years and eight months for producing
and selling fake CSCS cards online.

 

Readers' comments (2)

Anonymous 15 November, 2018 7:40 am

Organised crime targets construction in other ways too £60,000 per week is a drop
in the ocean compared to the theft of plant and surveying instruments. Our
Company alone has had over £250,000 of survey equipment stolen in the last two
years and we hear of many other incidents throughout the industry. The police are
unwilling to investigate due to lack of resources and therefore our surveyors are
easy targets to steal from by organised criminals that clearly have a market outside
of this country for this specialist equipment.

Denise Brennan 15 November, 2018 8:34 am
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Don't you sometimes wonder how difficult it must be for someone, without English,
to revise for, and pass their CSCS test. (I know there are foreign language audios
available for the test). Also do all construction sites have multi- language safety
signs. Just asking?  
Is it easier to turn a blind eye when all you need is bodies on the ground. Too
cynical?  
 
If we commit to getting our apprenticeships working properly, maybe we would not
be so vulnerable.


